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Localized-density-matrix, segment-molecular-orbitals
and poly „p -phenylenevinylene … aggregates

Satoshi Yokojima, XiuJun Wang, DongHao Zhou, and GuanHua Chen
Department of Chemistry, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong

~Received 8 July 1999; accepted 16 September 1999!

The segment-molecular-orbital representation is developed and incorporated into the recently
developed linear-scaling localized-density-matrix method. The entire system is divided into many
segments, and the molecular orbitals of all segments form the basis functions of the
segment-molecular-orbital representation. Introduction of different cutoff lengths for different
segment-molecular-orbitals leads to a drastic reduction of the computational cost. As a result, the
modified localized-density-matrix method is employed to investigate the optical responses of large
Poly(p-phenylenevinylene! aggregates. In particular, the interchain excitations are studied. The
complete neglect of differential overlap in spectroscopy hamiltonian is employed in the calculation.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!30446-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

As researchers are interested in increasingly large
complex systems, the development of linear-scaling meth
has become an active research area of quan
chemistry.1–20 Several linear scaling methods have been
veloped to calculate electronic ground states.1–20 However,
linear-scaling calculation had been a much more diffic
task for the excited states until recently. The first line
scaling calculation with explicit electron–electron Coulom
interaction for excited state properties was carried succ
fully to determine the linear optical response of large po
acetylene oligomers.21,22 The Pariser–Parr–Pople~PPP!
Hamiltonian23–25 was employed in the calculation. The ne
method, the localized-density-matrix~LDM ! method, has
been applied to carbon nanotubes, and generalized to inc
the complete neglect of differential overlap in spectrosco
~CNDO/S!26 and MNDO-Parametric Method 3~PM3!27

Hamiltonians28 and nonorthonormal basis set.29 Based on a
similar idea, the LDM method has been modified to carr
linear-scaling calculation for the ground state.30,31 The larg-
est linear-scaling calculation for excited state properties
been performed for a polyacetylene oligomer contain
33 000 carbon atoms by employing the PPP Hamiltonian32

Compared to the PPP Hamiltonian where only thep
orbitals are considered, the LDM calculation employing t
semiempirical Hamiltonians like CNDO/S or PM3 are com
putationally more demanding since all valence electrons
included explicitly. To overcome this difficulty, we develo
the segment-molecular-orbital~SMO! representation for the
LDM method. A SMO is a molecular orbital~MO! spanned
over a segment of a molecule. It is obtained by solving
the Hartree–Fock molecular orbitals~HFMOs! of the seg-
ment. To employ the SMO representation in the LDM c
culation, a local transformation from the atomic orbita
~AOs! to SMOs is required. Since the density matrices c
responding to the low energy orbitals are well localize
much shorter cutoff lengths may then be introduced for th
orbitals.
10440021-9606/99/111(23)/10444/8/$15.00
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Conjugated polymers have been of great research in
ests. Important progress is being made towards the comm
cialization of light emitting diode~LED!. However, many
aspects of the photoexcitation mechanism remain contro
sial. One of the major debates has been the characteristi
photoexcitations: whether the excitations are intrachain
interchain.33–50 Poly(p-phenylenevinylene! ~PPV! is the
most widely studied luminescent polymer. Its thin film h
been used in the fabrication of the LED.51,52We choose it to
investigate the nature of photoexcitations.

Because of the sizes and complexities of PPV and
derivatives, most theoretical works have been limited
single or double oligomers. The LDM method has been
plied to very large systems,21,22,29,32and the incorporation of
the SMO representation is expected to reduce the comp
tional cost further. In this work, we develop the LDM
method with the SMO representation~LDM/SMO! to calcu-
late the linear response of large PPV aggregates and to
amine the characters of different photoexcitations. In Sec
we describe our method including the model, the SMO r
resentation and the procedure of the LDM/SMO calculati
In Sec. III the results of our calculation are presented, a
emphasis is given to the comparison between the interc
and intrachain excitations. Finally, the discussion and c
clusion are given in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD

A. Model

We use the CNDO/S Hamiltonian to describe the v
lence electrons in PPV aggregates. In the presence o
external electric fieldE(t), the total Hamiltonian is given by
the following expression:

H5HCNDO/S1Hext. ~1!

Here the Nishimoto–Mataga formula53 is employed for two-
electron integrals inHCNDO/S. Hext describes the interaction
between the electrons and the external electric fieldEW(t), the
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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dipole matrix elementsmW i j in Hext are evaluated using th
zero differential overlap approximation.54 Within the time-
dependent Hartree–Fock~TDHF! approximation,23,55,56 a
closed nonlinear self-consistent equation of motion is yield
for the reduced single-electron density matrixr(t),

i S \
d

dt
1g D r~ t !5@h~ t !1 f ~ t !,r~ t !#. ~2!

Hereh(t) is the Fock matrix:

hnm~ t !5tnm12dnm(
l

vnlr l l ~ t !2vnmrnm~ t !, ~3!

wheretnm is the hopping matrix element between orbitalm
andn, andvnm is the Coulomb repulsion between two ele
trons at AOsm andn, respectively.g is a phenomenologica
dephasing.f (t) describes the interaction between an elect
and the external fieldEW(t) and f i j (t)5emW i j •EW(t).23

B. SMO

To determine the SMO representation, we need to de
mine the SMOs. The following procedure is adopted. F
the entire system is divided into many segments, and
bonds between adjacent segments are severed. Each dan
bond is assigned two electrons. Secondly, the Hartree–F
solution is determined for each segment by employ
CNDO/S Hamiltonian. Denote respectively the Hartre
Fock molecular orbital coefficients and energy asSi j

a andEj
a

for the j th MO of the segmenta, wherei is the index of the
i th AO. Finally, all the resulting SMOs are taken as the ba
functions, and transformation matrixSi j from the AO repre-
sentation to the SMO representation for the entire molec
is constructed as follows:

Si j 5 H Si j
a , i , j Pa

0, i Pa, j Pb ~aÞb!.
~4!

We denote the SMO representation by the bar. The d
sity matrix r̄, Fock matrix h̄ and dipole matrixm̄W in the
SMO representation are thus expressed as

r̄ i j 5(
i 1 j 1

Sii 1

† r i 1 j 1
Sj 1 j , h̄i j 5(

i 1 j 1

Sii 1

† hi 1 j 1
Sj 1 j ,

~5!

m̄W i j 5(
i 1 j 1

Sii 1

† mW i 1 j 1
Sj 1 j .

Note that Eq.~5! is merely a change of the representatio
and thus no approximation has been made here.

Computationally, there are two advantages for empl
ing the SMO representation for the LDM calculation.

~1! In the AO representation many orbitals have a long c
off length for the density matrix, whereas in the SM
representation the SMOs far from the Fermi energy
chemical potential have much shorter cutoff length.
introduction of different cutoff lengths for different pair
of SMOs, we may reduce drastically the number of de
sity matrix elements to be considered explicitly, and co
sequently save much of the computational time.
Downloaded 02 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~2! Those SMOs far away from the Fermi energy or chem
cal potential are optically inactive the visible range, a
may be simply cut off from the density matrix and th
equation of motion.

In our calculation we keep all SMOs but adopt different c
off lengths for different SMO pairs, i.e., employing only th
approximation 1.

C. Localized-density-matrix/segment-molecular-
orbitals „LDM/SMO… method

We denote the ground state density matrix and Fock m
trix by r (0) andh(0), respectively. Thei th order of induced
density matrix or Fock matrix inEW(t) is indicated by the
superscript (i ), i.e., dr ( i ) or dh( i ), respectively. Thus the
equation for the linear optical response of the density ma
r in the SMO is given by insertingr5r (0)1dr (1)1dr (2)

1dr (3)1¯ into ~2!, retaining the first order inEW(t) and
then transforming the equation from AO to SMO:

i\dṙ̄ i j
(1)5(

l
~ h̄i l

(0)dr̄ l j
(1)2dr̄ i l

(1)h̄l j
(0)!

1(
l

~dh̄i l
(1)dr̄ l j

(0)2dr̄ i l
(0)dh̄l j

(1)!

1(
l

eEW~ t !•~m̄W i l r̄ l j
(0)2 r̄ i l

(0)m̄W l j !, ~6!

where

dh̄i j
(1)52 (

i 1 j 1mn
Sii 1

† Si 1 jv i 1 j 1
Sj 1mdr̄mn

(1)Sn j1
†

2 (
i 1 j 1mn

Sii 1

† v i 1 j 1
Si 1mdr̄mn

(1)Sn j1
† Sj 1 j . ~7!

The locality of the density matrix has been investigated th
retically. A recent report57 shows that the density matrix in
the spatial representation decays exponentially,

r~rW1 ,rW2!; exp~2gurW12rW2u!, ~8!

whereg is proportional to the energy gap for semiconducto
and insulators. Therefore a critical distance forurW12rW2u is
introduced beyond whichr(rW1 ,rW2) is neglected. This critical
distance is proportional to the inverse of the HOMO a
LUMO energy gap. The above result is obtained for infin
periodic system in the weak-binding limit. We observe th
different types of orbitals have different critical distance
For instance, deeply bounded orbitals or high empty orbi
rarely contribute to the optical response and thus, they ha
much smaller cutoff lengths. Thus, the cutoff lengths for t
ground state density matrixr̄ (0) in the SMO representation
may be given as follows:

Ci j 5 l 0

Eg
a

t0uEi
a2Ea~ i !u1Eg

a

Eg
b

t0uEj
b2Eb~ j !u1Eg

b

3
Ēg

t0u f ~Ei
a ,Ej

b!u1Ēg

, ~9!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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f ~Ei
a ,Ej

b!5~Ei
a2Ea~ i !!2~Ej

b2Eb~ j !!. ~10!

HereCi j is the cutoff length for orbitalsi and j . i and j are
in two different segmentsa andb, respectively.Eg

a (Eg
b) is

half of the energy gap ina (b), andĒg is half of the aver-
aged energy gap for the entire system.Ea( i ) is the HOMO
~LUMO! energy of segmenta if Ei

a is below HOMO~above
LUMO!. Ej

b is similarly defined. We set the density matr
elementr̄ i j

(0)50 in Eq. ~6! when the distance between th
centers of mass fora andb is longer thanCi j . The first term
on the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~9!, l 0 , is simply the
cutoff length wheni and j are either HOMO or LUMO of
respective segments. The second and third terms on the
of ~9! take into account that further the orbitali or j from the
HOMO or LUMO, the shorter the critical length.uEi

a

2Ea( i )u and uEj
b2Eb( j )u measure the energy difference

i and j with respect to their segment HOMO or LUMO.t0 is
a scaling constant which is introduced to control the va
tion of critical length for orbitals other than segment HOM
or LUMO. The fourth term accounts for the following fac
the larger the energy difference betweeni and j , the smaller
their critical length.

The cutoff lengths for excited states are given by repl
ing (l 0 ,t0) with ( l 1 ,t1). To take into account the bondin
information between segments correctly, we include all
density matrix elementsr̄ i j for i and j which reside on the
same segment or the nearest neighbors. When we takt0

5t150, LDM/SMO method is almost equivalent to th
original LDM except that the LDM/SMO method uses th
distance between the centers of mass of two segment
stead of the distance between two atoms.l 0 and l 1 are the
same as in Refs. 21, 22, and 29.

D. Structures of PPV aggregates

We use the same bond lengths and angles of the P
oligomer as given in Ref. 38. The C–C bond lengths alo
the benzene ring are set to 1.39 Å, and all the angles on
benzene are set to 120°. The C–H bond lengths are equ
1.09 Å. The single and double bond lengths in the vinyle
group are 1.44 Å and 1.33 Å, respectively. To investigate
interchain excitations we construct several PPV aggrega
Eight chain aggregates are shown in Fig. 6 where e
chain is aligned along thex axis and there are 3.28 Å an
1.64 Å displacements alongx direction from C to A and
from B to A, respectively. The two PPV chains are eith
parallel (A andC) or tilted to each other with an angle 76
(A andB). The axis ofB andC are displaced by~4.00 Å,
3.12 Å! and (20.31 Å, 4.53 Å! in y–z-plane from that of
A. More chains are added with the same displacem
vectors and angles among them, see Figs. 6 and 10. E
PPV chain is made of multi-units and each unit consists
8 carbon and 6 hydrogen atoms except the two ends of
chain.~The unit at either end of the chain has 8 carbon a
7 hydrogen atoms.! In the rest of this paper the notatio
M –N PPV represents a PPV aggregate containingN PPV
chain and each chain havingM units. The geometries ar
fixed in the calculation. There are many ways to divide
PPV chain into segments. The scheme that has been
in our calculation is shown in Fig. 1. We find that th
Downloaded 02 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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scheme leads to high computational efficiency as well
accuracy of the calculation.

III. RESULTS

The SMO representation is obtained by solving for t
SMOs of each segment. The segment 2 in Fig. 1~b! has two
carbon atoms@C~1! and C~3!# and two hydrogen atoms@H~2!
and H~4!#. Since it has two dangling bonds, two extra ele
trons are added. We then solve for the Hartree–Fock MO
the segment 2 by setting its charge to22e. The resulting
SMOs are listed in Table I. SMOs 5 and 7 are obviously
p orbitals. The HOMO is SMO 6 which is as orbital which
has large components at two dangling bonds. SMO 7 is
LUMO. Here the half energy gapEg

255.09 eV. The average
HOMO and LUMO energy gapĒg is found to be 4.57 eV for
8-1 PPV.

We compare the the absorption spectra calculated by
LDM/SMO and the full TDHF for 8-1 PPV in Fig. 2.EW is
polarized along thex axis. t05t150.35, l 05 l 1532.0 Å are
employed in the LDM/SMO calculation. Clearly the LDM
SMO calculation yield the accurate absorption spectr
from 1.5 eV to 10 eV. Thus these parameters are emplo
in the subsequent calculations for 2-8 and 8-4 PPV agg
gates. For smaller aggregates like 2-1 and 2-2 PPV the
TDHF method is used.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between one and
chain PPV aggregates absorption spectra with the ele
field perpendicular to the plane of the chainA. The absorp-
tion spectrum of 2-2 PPV aggregates~solid line! is almost
identical to the scaled absorption spectrum of 2-1 PPV
gomer~dashed line! from 8 to 10 eV in Fig. 3. A new peak
appears at 4.76 eV for 2-2 PPV aggregates as compare
2-1 oligomer. This is caused by interaction between the e
trons residing separately onA andB. A clear sign of inter-
chain effects. Further, the amplitude of the absorption sp
trum from 5.5 eV to 6.5 eV is enhanced for 2-2 PP

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams for the segments of an oligomer.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. MO coefficients and energies of SMOs for segment 2~Fig. 1!.a

SMO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ei
2 ~eV! 218.75 29.59 21.30 20.51 3.75 4.62 14.80 18.51 19.71 22.82

C(1)2S 0.606 20.351 20.073 20.409 0.000 20.280 0.000 20.332 20.221 20.316
C(1)2Px 0.173 0.016 20.222 0.517 0.000 0.609 0.000 20.282 20.224 20.391
C(1)2Py 20.106 20.361 0.496 0.199 0.000 0.030 0.000 20.318 20.492 0.478
C(1)2Pz 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.707 0.000 0.707 0.000 0.000 0.
H(2)1S 0.303 20.496 0.446 0.160 0.000 0.224 0.000 0.458 0.399 20.137
C(3)2S 0.606 0.351 20.073 0.409 0.000 20.280 0.000 0.332 20.221 0.316
C(3)2Px 20.173 0.016 0.222 0.517 0.000 20.609 0.000 20.282 0.224 20.391
C(3)2Py 0.106 20.361 20.496 0.199 0.000 20.030 0.000 20.318 0.492 0.478
C(3)2Pz 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.707 0.000 20.707 0.000 0.000 0.000
H(4)1S 0.303 0.496 0.446 20.160 0.000 0.224 0.000 20.458 0.399 0.137

aC(i )2S and C(i )2Pk stand for the carbon 2S and 2Pk (k5x,y,z) atomic orbitals of carbon atomi , respectively, H(i )1S denotes the hydrogen 1S atomic
orbital of hydrogen atomi .
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Examining the density matrices reveals the existence of
interchain excitations for the excited states, although the
sorption spectra give little indication.

The ground and excited state density matrices of
PPV in Fig. 3 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Intensities of
ground state density matrix elements are shown by a g
logarithmic scale~see Fig. 4!. Darker the color is, the large
the absolute value of matrix element is.

In Fig. 4, the first 78 orbitals correspond to chainA
while others are for chainB. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! are for the
same ground state but with different representation, i.e.,
AO and SMO representations, respectively. In AO repres
tation, indices are given as increasing order of segments@Fig.
1~a!# and index of atoms@Fig. 1~b!#. For carbon atoms indi-
ces are assigned with the order of 2S, 2Px , 2Py , and 2Pz

orbital. Large square boxes and dots in Fig. 4~a! correspond
to the density matrix elements related tos and p orbitals,
respectively. Thin white lines between these boxes indic
that the matrix elements ofs andp orbitals are well decou-
pled within the chain in spite of the fact that we have tw
chains in different parallel planes. We can see the coup

FIG. 2. Absorption spectra for 8-1 PPV oligomer. The solid line: the LD
SMO method witht05t150.35 andl 05 l 1532.0 Å. Diamonds: the full
TDHF calculation.
Downloaded 02 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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betweens and p orbitals in the matrix elements betwee
chain A and B. The density matrix elements between chai
and chain B are small for the ground state.

The SMO representation@Fig. 4~b!# gives a different pic-
ture for the density matrix. Compared to Fig. 4~a! where
nearly uniform density matrix is found along the band dia
onal matrix within a chain, various structures appear in F
4~b!. To explain those structures, first let us consider an id
case where there is no interaction among each segment.
the ground state density matrix in the SMO representa
gives diagonal matrix elementsr i i which are either 0 or 1
depending onEi

a . ~We assume here that the charges
assigned for each segment as those in the determinatio
SMOs.! We arrange the indices of the SMOs in an increas
order ofEi

a in segmenta. As a result, the firstk/2 diagonal
elements of the ground state density matrix in each segm
is 1 wherek is the number of the electrons in a segment, a
others are 0. However, since there is interaction among
ments, the ground state density matrix will deviate from t
above values. In Fig. 4~b!, we find that the diagonal part ha

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra for PPV aggregates with the electric field p
pendicular to the plane ofA. The solid line: 2-2 PPV aggregates. Th
dashed line: 2-1 PPV oligomerA. The amplitude of the dashed line i
magnified by a factor of 2. The inset shows the magnified view of the lo
excited states.g50.05 eV.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10448 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 23, 15 December 1999 Yokojima et al.
the similar feature as just described. A vertical dark co
band is observed where the abscissas of matrix elem
stretch from 30 to 39 and the ordinate from 1 to 67. A simi
horizontal band exists forA. This is because there are larg
couplings among segment 2~from orbital 30 to 39! and its
neighboring segments 1~from orbital 1 to 29! and 3 ~from
orbital 40 to 67!. We find the same phenomenon betwe
segment 3 and 4~from orbital 68 to 78!. Ground state density
matrix elements between non-neighboring segments are
small. In this case relatively large matrix elements app
only between the pairs of orbitals near the HOMO or LUM
in each segment. This is consistent with our assertion in S
II C. Note that the matrix elements among orbitals whi
have eigenvalues above the LUMO for any segment
small. This fact indicates that the SMO representation se
mainly the orbitals relevant for the ground state, and m
explain the success of the ground state linear-sca
methods.1,14

Figure 5 shows the excited state density matrices co
sponding to three of the peaks in Fig. 3,v54.76 eV @Figs.
5~a! and 5~b!#, 6.10 eV@Fig. 5~c!#, and 8.71 eV@Fig. 5~d!#.
dr(v) is obtained by the Fourier cosine transformation:

FIG. 4. Ground state density matrix for 2-2 PPV as depicted in Fig. 3.
absolute value of the matrix elements are shown by a gray logarithmic s
which is located in the right-upper corner. The matrix element is rescale
the largest value ofr i j

(0) or r̄ i j
(0) . ~a! The AO representation.~b! The SMO

representation. Indices of the orbitals 1–29, 30–39, 40–67, and 68–7
long to the segment 1, 2, 3, and 4 ofA, respectively. Indices 15, 35, 54, an
73 correspond to the HOMO of its segment.
Downloaded 02 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dr~v![E dt cos~vt !dr~ t !. ~11!

The lowest excited state density matrix in the AO repres
tation is shown in Fig. 5~a!. The dark lines correspond to th
matrix elements where one of the indices corresponds top
orbital. Althoughp orbitals are most important to the optic
response, very larges orbital contribution to the excitation is
found as well. The matrix elements between segmentA and
B shows the dark area from~0,100! to ~60,156! because of
the special arrangement of two chains. The intensities of
trix elements are very sensitive to the distance between
two orbitals. Note that the two orbitals are in differe
chains. Since the segment 4 in chainA is far away from the
other part ofB, a large white area is observed between
orbitals from 68 to 78 and the orbitals in segmentB. The
same excited state density matrix is transformed to the S
representation and is given in Fig. 5~b!. The figure exhibits
the typical feature of the excited state density matrix in
SMO representation. The dark lines which form the kiltlik
pattern correspond to the orbitals near the HOMO or LUM
of each segment. Those orbitals are responsible for the lo
energy excitations and have larger critical length than oth
This supports again our assertion about critical lengths
Sec. II C.

The distinctions among the excited states density ma
ces is clearer in the SMO representation@Figs. 5~b!, 5~c!, and
5~d!#. The density matrix forv56.10 eV@Fig. 5~c!# has mi-
nor but noticeable differences from that ofv54.76 eV@Fig.
5~b!#. Especially thes~below HOMO!-s~above LUMO! ma-
trix elements appearing in Fig. 5~b! is almost wiped out in
Fig. 5~c!. Although it retains the kiltlike pattern, Fig. 5~d! is
quite different from Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!. Surprisingly, it still

e
le
y

e-

FIG. 5. Excited state density matricesdr(v) for 2-2 PPV~in Fig. 3!. The
absolute vaule of the matrix elements are shown with the gray logarith
scale in the right-upper corner of Fig. 4. The matrix elements are rescale
the largest value ofudr i j u or udr̄ i j u. ~a! The AO representation withv
54.76 eV. ~b! The SMO representation withv54.76 eV, ~c! v56.10 eV,
and ~d! v58.71 eV.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10449J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 23, 15 December 1999 Segment molecular orbitals
has some matrix elements between segmentA andB in spite
of the fact that the absorption spectrum in Fig. 3 shows
most identical results as the absorption spectrum of
chain. Thus it is important to calculate the density matrix
investigate the interchain excitation. The small change of
absorption spectrum might be attributed to much stron
intrachain excitation which is represented by the dar
strips in Fig. 5~d!. These darker strips correspond to the m
trix elements between segmentA–A or segmentB–B in Fig.
5~d!.

The deviation of the absorption spectrum of PPV agg
gates from single chain PPV oligomer is more drastic wh
more chains are involved. Figure 6 shows the compari
between the absorption spectra of 2-1~chainB), 2-2 (A and
B), and 2-8 (A to H) PPV aggregates. The electric field
perpendicular to the plane ofA. The absorption spectra o
2-1 ~dotted line! and 2-2~dashed line! aggregates are scale
by a factor of 4. Similarly as in Fig. 3, the change of t
absorption spectra from one chain to two chains is again v
small for higher energy. However, the amplitude of the 2
absorption spectrum~solid line! is enhanced, and some of i
peaks redshift with respect to those of the 2-2 spectrum.
first peak of 2-1 splits into two in 2-2 and larger splitting
observed in 2-8 PPV~see the inset of Fig. 6!. All these ef-
fects come from the interchain excitations, which may
observed from the characteristics of corresponding den
matrices.

The lowest excited state density matrix for 2-8 PPVv
52.95) is shown in Fig. 7. Complex structure appears in
intrachain component forB, D, F, andH. @Intrachain com-
ponent forD andF may be observed in Fig. 7~a!.# Because
the angle between the applied electric field and the chai
neither 0° nor 90°, larges-p excitation has taken plac
within a segment and between the neighboring segmen
these chains. Since there is no excitation modes near 3 eV
the 2-1 PPV chain, such asA, C, E, and G, the matrix
elements within the segmentC or E appearing in Fig. 7~a!
are thus purely induced by the individual lowest excit
states ofB, D, F, andH. Dark spots may be observed fo
the density matrix elements between chainC and other
chains likeD, E @Fig. 7~a!# or A, B @Fig. 7~b!#. A, B, D, and

FIG. 6. Absorption spectra for 2-8 PPV aggregate. The solid line: 2-8 P
aggregate. The dashed line: 2-2 PPV aggregate (A andB). The dotted line:
2-1 PPV oligomer (B). The dashed and dotted lines are magnified by
times. The inset shows the magnified view of the lower excited states.
electric field is perpendicular to the plane ofA. g50.1 eV.
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E are neighbors ofC. The matrix elements between chain
C andF are very small, which is reflected by a white area
Fig. 7~a!. The matrix elements betweenC andG ~or H) are
negligibly small. Thus the critical length of the intercha
components~about 10 Å! is far much shorter than that o
intrachain components~more than 30 Å for a longer chain!.
The excitations are almost uniform, which is reflected
similarity between Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. The kiltlike pattern is
everywhere and this indicates again that the orbitals n
segment HOMO or LUMO are important for excitation eve
for large aggregates.

Ground state charge distribution for 2-8 PPV is shown
Fig. 8~a!. Since the total number of electrons on each chai
78, residual charges are rather small. Comparatively,A and
H have a little bit more charges. Induced charg
(2( idr i i ) on each chain is plotted in@Fig. 8~b!#, and fluc-
tuate alternatively amongA, B, C, D, E, F, G, andH. This
shows clearly that the excitation atv52.95 eV contains in-
terchain charge transfer. Similar features are observed
other excitations.

Figure 9 shows the absorption spectra for 1-chain~dotted
line!, 2-chain ~dashed line!, and 8-chain~solid line! PPV
aggregates when the electric fieldEW is polarized along the

V

he

FIG. 7. The lowest excited state (v52.95 eV) density matrixdr̄(v) for 2-8
PPV ~Fig. 6!. The SMO representation is employed. The absolute vaule
the matrix elements are shown with the gray logarithmic scale~the right-
upper corner of Fig. 4!. The matrix elements are rescaled by the larg
value of udr̄ i j u. ~a! Matrix elements forC, D, E, and F. ~b! Matrix ele-
ments between (A, B) and (C, D). ~c! Matrix elements between (E, F) and
(G, H). The orbital indices 1–78, 79–156, 157–234, 235–312, 313–3
391–468, 469–546, and 547–624 belong toA, B, C, D, E, F, and G,
respectively.
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chain axis. Blueshift and suppression of the oscilla
strength of the first peak are observed as the aggre
grows. This is consistent with the 2-chain calculation w
varying interchain distance,50 and may be explained as fo
lows. The electron-hole pairs are highly limited within ind
vidual chains whenE is polarized along the chain axis. Be
cause of the special packing of PPV chains in our mo
aggregates, the electron-hole pairs in the adjacent ch
have the same phase and thus repel each other. This
lomb repulsion increases the excitation energy and supp
oscillator strength as well. If adjacent chains are displa

FIG. 8. ~a! Ground state charge distribution for 2-8 PPV.~b! Excited state
(v52.95 eV) induced charge (2( idr i i ) for each chain.

FIG. 9. The absorption spectra for 2-1~dotted line!, 2-2 ~dashed line!, and
2-8 ~solid line! PPV aggregates. Electric field is polarized along the ch
axis.
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differently so that the phases of electron-hole pairs differ
p, the excitation energy is expected to decrease and the
cillation strength increases due to the Coulomb attraction

The absorption spectra of the 8-4 PPV aggregate is p
ted in Fig. 10. The electric field is polarized along the cha
axis ~solid line!, or perpendicular to the plane ofA ~dashed
line!. The first absorption peak is at 2.4 eV while experime
tally it is found at 2.5 eV.58 Compared to the excitation
caused byEW along the chain, new peaks appear whenEW is
perpendicular to the plane ofA. This is a clear sign for the
anisotropy of PPV crystal. It is thus desirable for experime
talists to investigate the anisotropic effect of dielectric co
stants in these systems.33

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

PPV aggregates are semiconductor, i.e.,ĒgÞ0. How-
ever, for metalsĒg50, which leads to the divergence in E
~9!. In this case, we need to use the different expression
Ci j including the temperature dependence.57 More elabora-
tion on Eq.~9! and the choice of the parameter may lead
higher accuracy as well as the efficiency. A better theoret
understanding on the locality of the density matrix is need

As we notice that interchain excitations do not alt
much the profile of the absorption spectrum.~See also Ref.
59.! However, examining the density matrices reveals c
siderable contribution from the interchain excitations. F
ther we observe charge transfer among the different chain
the frequency domain. The contour plot of the density ma
is a much better mean to investigate the dynamics of
intermolecular excitations. As has been shown here an
Refs. 38, and 50 different configurations of the chains w
lead to different results. Thus it will be interesting to vary t
arrangement of chains in the aggregates and investigate
change of photoexcitation dynamics.

The elongation method60 uses the localized molecula
orbital ~LMO!61 to reduce the computational cost. To calc
late the ground state of a one-dimensional system, the c

FIG. 10. Absorption spectra for 8-4 PPV aggregate. The electric field
polarized along the chain axis~solid line!, or perpendicular to the plane ofA
~dashed line!. The amplitude of the dashed line are magnified 8 timesg
50.2 eV.
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10451J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 23, 15 December 1999 Segment molecular orbitals
stituents are added while portions of LMOs are deleted
keep the computational time constant for each addition.
calculate the excited states, the LMOs are again used
only the electronic excitations involving adjacent LMOs a
included to reduce the computational effort. The compu
tional cost of the elongation method scales asO(N) and
O(N3) for the ground and excited states, respectively. T
localized orbitals or functions are employed in other grou
state linear-scaling methods.3,6,7,15Truncation of these local
ized orbitals leads toO(N) number of Hamiltonian matrix
elements and subsequently the linear-scaling of comp
tional cost. Although it is not essential for the linear-scali
calculation, the introduction of the SMO representation
duces further the computational cost of the LDM method

To summarize, the SMO representation is developed
incorporated into the LDM method. Introducing differe
cutoff lengths for different pairs of SMOs reduces greatly
LDM/SMO calculation cost. The absorption spectra of va
ous PPV aggregates are calculated via the LDM/SM
method. The interchain excitations are identified convi
ingly through the examination of the density matrices.
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